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The Punk Bike Enduro has been called the
oldest annual mountain bike event in the
known world. There are other races, notably
the Repack Downhill, that are older, but that
has not always been an annual event. The
Punk Rock Enduro, or PBE as it is known
locally, began nine years ago with a motley

collection

of

riders and
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cyclocrossers,

klunkers, and BMX bikes. The skinny-tire
group considered BMX bikes or anything
with fat tires to be inferior, and viewed the
riders of such unsavory vehicles to be a bunch
of punks (but not necessarily wimps). Hence
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the name came to be the Punk Bike Enduro.
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The format of the race is loosely organized by a.leader appointed by the assembled
group. It is divided into several stages to give
each type of rider a chance to excel. Points
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are awarded at each stage and the racer

with

the highest point total is the overall winner.
At first considerable discussion was frequently necessary to determine where each of the
stages would start and finish but in recent

years

a race director has been appointed

in advance ofthe race. This persori determines the coursg trying to avoid
duplicating past races. The stages are not anseveral weeks

nounced

until race day, just to

keep

everyb'ody loose.

The PBE has traditionally been held in
mid-winter and is frequently accompanied by
water in several of its various forms: mist,
fog, rain and mud, the latter being the most
important ingredient. This year's race, the
1985 Punk Bike Enduro, was heid on January
27, in Annadel State Park near Santa Rosa.

The skies were clear and sunny with
temperatures in the mid 50's. In spite of the
lack of rain and gloom, we had a great race,
and even managed to find some thick, gooey,
shoe-sucking mud. Over twenty racers started
and nearly all finished. We even

picked up two or three riders who didn't
know about the event, but joined in the fun
along the way.
The total distance was twelve miles, about
average for the PBE, although it has been

significantly longer or shorter in the past.
There were eight stages. Each stage was
carefully selected to fully test the riders' skill.
The intensity of racing each stage separately
guaranteed a thorough workout. Riders who
pushed too hard in the beginning would be

unable

to ride competitively in the

stages. Racers who

latter

didn't push hard enough

wouldn't accumulate enough points to

be

Points were awarded as follows: first, l0
points; second, 7 points; third, 5 points; 4th,
4 points; fifth, 3 points; sixth, 2 points,
seventh, I point. In the past, last place would
occasionally have one point deducted, and
in a few races riders finished with negative
totals. Here is a listing of the stages:

STAGE l: a 2.6 mile uphill section on
Canyon Tiail, the start of the famous

Rockhopper course.
STAGE 2: rolling .8 miles to the spillway of
the dam at Lake llsanjo.
STAGE 3: a 1.3 mile time trial around Lake
Ilsanjo and back to the dam.
STAGE 4: rolling .6 miles of steadily steepening uphill to the junction of Lake and South

Burma trails.
STAGE 5: the last and most demanding
uphill stage, 1.5 miles with two false summits
that could demoralize *:":i::::)":,:,^r;;,

serious contenders later on.
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FROM MUD AND WATER SPRAY!
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STAGE 6: a short but steep .5 mile downhill
with an off-camber section leading into a
slightly banked 15O-degree right turn called
"collar-bone corneC'
STAGE 7: a downhill 1.6 mile downhill timtrial. The first .4 mile was very smooth and
fast, then it turned sharply downhill to the
right on the middle section of Steve's S trail,

considered by many to be the nastiest
downhill in the park. Crashes were frequent
on this section, including the race director
(rvho rvasn't even racing). The R.D. performed a spectacular, classical endo after not
quite hopping a log. His broken finger was
the only signiiicant injury of the day, if you
ignore the multiple cases of sub-terminal road
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STAGE 8: an extremely fast 2.3 downhill on
treacherous Spring Creek trail. The trail is
along the wall of a canyon, 40 to 60 feet
above a rocky creek bed. A small mistake here
could launch the racer through huge volumes

of air punctuated with manzanita branches
and wild blackberries.
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Scot Nicol of Ibis Bicycles, Joe Breeze of
Breezer Bicycle and Hite-Rite, and Wes
Williams of Crested Butte, Colorado
dominated the race from the beginning.
Often the trio would finish within seconds
of each other with a large gap until the next
riders came in. Halfway through the race
Nicol had a slight lead, but a poor finish or
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a crash rvould obliterate it.
The outcome was decided on the gnarly
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SunTour mountain bike
(omporents are the results of

superiu manufacturing. Their

couldn't keep the
rubber side down while trying lo pass a
slower racer on the nasty downhill time trial.
No major damage was done, but the thirty

engineers don't just sit back and
think of new ideas. They take to

seconds lost in the crash put Nicol's lead out
of reach. Scot hammered away on the eighth

seventh stage when Breeze

innovatirre design, technical expertis€
and
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stage to extend his point total.
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RESULTS, PUNK BIKE ENDURO
74 Points
l. Scot Nicol (Ibis)
2. Joe Breeze (Breezer/Hite-Rite) 54
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Williams

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Wes

l.

Maury Cohen

Michael Fallon
Argos Maserati
Gordon Burns

Martin Purroy
Kris \lbrden

Scoboni
10. Rude Girl
I
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The PBE has always been a funky, low-key
club ride for locals and their invited guests.

It has

remained small and informal,

and there has been no attempt to make it in-

to a large sanctioned event, since bigness
would take away from its peculiar downhome flavor. It can serve as a model for any
group ol racers who wish to put on their own
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event with a minimum of such fussing as
course marking, aid stations, and the like. All

that is required is a supply of riders and
someone

to

set

uith enthusiasm and imagination

it up and act as race director. For ad-

vice on how to stage your own Fat Tire En
Fairfield, NJ 07006

duro, rvrite:
Cordon Burns or Tom Hillard
The Bike Peddler
530 McConnell Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
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